IQ Firewatch Camera Location Site Survey
Location: IQ 2- 16 ( F1 Alt) Black Sears Winery
2625 Summit Lake Dr, Angwin, CA 94508
Site Location: 38.608423, -122.477275
Date Surveyed: 3-12-21
Surveyed By: Ben Hampton

After meeting with Chris from Black Sears the originally suggested site from desktop
analysis was moved to the other side of the hilltop area so it will not be close to the
private home on the hilltop. The coverage from this new location is very similar.
Access: Gravel road, 2 wheel drive access year around. Drive to within 40 feet of the
tower site, shipping container block direct drive up access however they may be moved
prior to install per Chris from Black Sears.

Power:
Grid power accessible: YES
Grid 120/240v power is available at the pump house apex 135 feet away across the gravel
road. (see photos) Chris also mentioned that pump house is on a backup generator for
their own fire fighting efforts because it runs their water pumps. We do not suggest
relying on this generator.
Site has sun for solar power however some trees may need to be cut for ample sun
coverage.
Height Recommendations: From photos and videos attached to this report, we suggest a
tower height of 100ft. If multiple trees are removed the tower could be lowered to 50ft.
Chris was clear that at 100ft tower was unlikely to be approved by the other owners of
the site and indicated he would prefer to have the trees removed and would likely
approve a 50ft tower if the trees were removed at no cost to him.
We suggest this is confirmed with IQ Firewatch after they have seen the images. As more
view is gained from the height due to other trees not immediately around the tower.
Tower Type: We suggest a steel lattice tower.
This site could easily accommodate a trailer unit if the shipping containers are moved to
allow the trailer to be positioned.

Backhaul Options Available:
Valley Internet should be available from the top of the tower.
LTE cellular will be available with an external antenna system.
Recommendation is to use Valley Internet as the primary ISP with a cellular failover.
Media:
50ft Photo Panorama
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100Ft Video Panorama Site
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Road to site, pump house with electricity on the right, site on the left past containers.

Power sub panel in pump house that is fed from emergency generator per Chris from
Black sears.

Access from the road, site to be built behind containers. View looking south.

View looking South West.

View looking West.

View looking North.

